IVU-KU: Teams and Categories

1. Konstantin Lassnig and Stefan Loigge
   Explosions, Fireworks, Party, Building Collapse
   → Building Collapse/Blasting

2. Aleksander Colovic and Lukas Rath
   Fireworks, Airport, Bungee Jumping, Blasting a Building
   → Fireworks

3. Fiona Draxler and Christoph Klug
   Violin Solo, Crash Test, Soccer Goal/Penalty, Escalator
   → Escalator

4. Christoph Leitner and Fabian Oblinger
   Washing Machine, Open Blinds, Open Door, Falling Trees
   → Falling trees

5. Philipp Hölzl and Martin Steger
   Concert, Flushing Leaves, Moving Coins, Filling Containers, Sports events
   → City Marathon

6. Nikolaus Mutsam
   Waving Flags, Tennis Match, Bird Swarm, Ski Downhill
   → Waving Flags
IVU-KU: Sceneness Proposals

1. Konstantin Lassnig and Stefan Loigge
   Building Collapse/Blasting
   ✓ Building Collapse/Blasting

2. Aleksander Colovic and Lukas Rath
   Fireworks
   ✓ Any category

3. Fiona Draxler and Christoph Klug
   Escalator
   ✓ Any category

4. Christoph Leitner and Fabian Oblinger
   Falling Trees
   ✓ Falling trees

5. Philipp Hölzl and Martin Steger
   City Marathon
   Objectness+HOG ?Marathon
   ✓ Many other categories!

6. Nikolaus Mutsam
   Waving Flags
   ✓ Any category